In an attempt to engage primary-school students in a hands-on, real-world problem-solving context, a large urban district, a mathematics and science institute housed in a college of education, and a corporate sponsor in the southwest United States, joined forces to create a mathematics and science trail for fourth- and fifth-grade students. A mathematics and science trail is a series of locations at which students answer mathematics and science questions, connecting the environment to classroom learning (English, Humble & Barnes, 2010; Lewis & Lewis, 1998; Richardson, 2004; Rosenthal & Ampadu, 1999; Shoaf, Pollak & Schneider, 2004; Simmons & Byrne, 2007; Spangler, 2004; The National Math Trail, 2006). The environment is limitless because a trail can take place in a school (e.g., Richardson, 2004), on school grounds (e.g., Spangler, 2004), or within or beyond a community (e.g., English, Humble & Barnes, 2010; Rosenthal & Ampadu, 1999). Even though suggestions have been made to incorporate multiple subjects on trails (Richardson, 2004; Spangler, 2004), the majority of the literature describes trails based on one area, such as mathematics or science.

The trail described in this article includes both mathematics and science. Educational organisations the world over encourage teachers to make connections between mathematics and other disciplines (e.g., Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority [ACARA], 2011; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2000; Victorian Curriculum Assessment Authority [VCAA], 2009). For instance, the new Australian Curriculum: Mathematics acknowledges the application of mathematical skills within the science curriculum:

Practical work and problem solving across all the sciences require the capacity to organise and represent data in a range of forms; plot, interpret and
extrapolate graphs; estimate and solve ratio problems; use formulas flexibly in a range of situations; perform unit conversions; and use and interpret rates including concentrations, sampling, scientific notation, and significant figures (ACARA, 2011, Organisation section, para. 4).

Bosse, Lee, Swinson, and Faulconer (2010) found a close alignment in the way students learn mathematics and science. The findings of this research support the inclusion of mathematics and science on our trail. The remainder of the article describes the development and implementation of this ongoing project, the benefits of participation in a trail, and advice for those considering developing a trail.

Laying the groundwork for the trail

To foster collaboration between the university and local school district, the Mathematics and Science Institute agreed to host an activity day on campus for primary school students. As a mathematics education professor housed in the institute and based on my previous experience in writing and implementing mathematics trails for pre-service and in-service teachers, I suggested inviting primary schools to participate in a mathematics and science trail, which has become an annual event. In addition, each year the primary school pre-service teachers are involved in the execution of the trail. For example, the pre-service teachers have written and revised questions for the trail.

Figures 1 and 2 include some of the mathematics and science questions for two of the sites. At the clock tower location (Figure 1), there is a bike rack for which the students need to estimate the length of the curved metal pipe and then measure the actual length, comparing it to their estimates. A primary school student wrote about her experience answering this question in a thank-you note: “I liked [the] bike rail and measure[ing] it and I was surprised it was 20 ft.” The student’s comment reflects a misconception that some children have regarding the length of compact and crooked paths (Van de Walle & Lovin, 2006). At this locale there are also netbooks and ProScopes® (handheld microscopes that transmit pictures of objects to a computer screen) with which students explored the contents of the soil. At a fountain (Figure 2), students used science equipment to test water quality and had to use problem-solving strategies to measure the fountain’s diameter and circumference, as well as explore the relationship between the two quantities.

Twenty schools participated on each day that the trail occurred. Every school sent a team comprised of one teacher and six
students (three fourth-graders and three fifth-graders; three males and three females). In particular, schools are encouraged to select children who are not typically recognised for their academic achievements. By choosing these students to participate in this special event, the intent is to develop their confidence in the academic arena.

Prior to the day of the trail, the primary school teachers attend a workshop. The purpose of the professional development is fourfold. First, the teachers are exposed to the idea of a mathematics and science trail by reading articles related to the topic (Richardson, 2004; Spangler, 2004). The participants experience a trail, different from the one created for the primary school students, which includes content that challenges them as learners. (Refer to Figure 3 for examples: a counting question, which involves noting patterns, and a biology question, which requires the identification of plants.) Once the trail is completed, the teachers return to the classroom to discuss their observations and the expectations for the upcoming trail for the students. In particular, the pre-service teachers are responsible for engaging and assisting the primary school students in answering the questions at each site. The primary school teachers are asked to serve in a supporting role as the pre-service teachers gain practical experience working with children. Lastly, the classroom teachers are encouraged to design a mathematics and science trail at their schools.

On the day of the trail, the pre-service teachers are assigned one of two roles: site facilitator or team guide. Two site facilitators remain at each location while each primary school is led through the site rotation by the team guide. Each site facilitator receives a box of materials necessary to complete the mathematics and science questions at their particular locale. Team guides greet their assigned schools providing them with t-shirts and a backpack of supplies, including a binder with the questions, job assignment tags (supply carrier, task master, measurer, recorder and leader), and pencils. Starting at different locations, pairs of teams spend twenty-five minutes at each site with ten minutes allotted for travel between stations. After three hours on the trail, the students congregate for a lunch of, in the words of one of the primary school students, “college pizza.” As the students depart, they receive a certificate of participation.

The multifaceted outcomes of the trail

Some of the teachers have heeded the suggestion about creating a trail at their schools. For example, one of the primary schools generated a trail with a parallel set of developmentally appropriate questions for each grade level at each station (Figure 4). Even though the original intent was that the teachers would go back and write the questions themselves, they have incorporated

---

**Figure 3. Example questions from the trail for the classroom teachers.**

- The windowpanes of one side of the Ballet Building are rectangular prisms. Look at the face of each rectangular prism.
  - How many single windows are there?
  - How many double windows are there?
  - How many triple windows are there?
- Find a pattern in determining the total number of rectangles. (Hint: There are more than individual rectangles.)

- Look at the rocks along the sidewalk. What is growing on the rocks? Explain how it grows on the rocks.

---

**Figure 4. An example of a parallel set of grade-appropriate questions at a station at a primary school.**

**Kindergarten, First, and Second**
- Go to the two trees in the front lawn. Start at one tree and count how many footsteps it takes to get to the other tree.

**Third and Fourth**
- Go to the two trees in the yard with the sign. Using the tape measure, measure the distance between the two trees in yards.

**Fifth**
- Go to the two trees in the yard with the sign. Using the tape measure, measure the distance between the two trees in yards. Now convert the distance into feet. Finally put it into inches.
the production of the trail into their lessons, thus enabling the students to be the authors and editors of the questions. One teacher had the students brainstorm ideas (Figure 5). After he consolidated this information, as a class, they revisited and revised the questions. Another teacher shared the following information about the process used at her particular school:

As a team we went around and took pictures of the school. Then we went back and presented example questions and explained that as a 5th grade project we would be using the photos and personal observations to continue to write and develop questions for not only 5th grade but all the grade levels in the school. … The students even went so far to asking me to help them make sure they were grade level appropriate and involved the [state standards]. I helped with editing the initial questions and after that the classes took control and took off. … They didn’t see this as a math or science or writing project. It was a challenge that was fun for them because they were doing it for the rest of the school.

As indicated in these comments, by directly involving students, the teachers were able to incorporate the writing process with mathematics and science content. Similarly, students at a different school created a mathematics trail for a lower grade level. One of the questions required students to measure the length of fence using the ancient measurement of a cubit (length of one’s forearm), as depicted in Figure 6. The students then compared measurements, discovering the need for standard units. In implementing the trail, the students became facilitators for their younger peers, providing opportunities to communicate about the mathematics.

**Benefits of the trail**

Pre-service teachers, classroom teachers, university faculty, school district administration and a corporate sponsor came together to provide a hands-on mathematics and science trail for the benefit of primary school students. In their letters, the students’ words bespoke the impact of participating in the trail. Even though many of the students wrote how they had fun on the trail, several students’ comments specifically addressed different aspects of their learning of mathematics and science: “I think it is important to remember that math and science is part of your life. You use them everyday.” This student was able to see that mathematics and science are not just school subjects, but she saw their value as they applied to her world. “I learned [sic] that you alwas [sic] have to make good obserations [sic] and have good back up details to support them.” In addition to the academic content of the trail, this student also developed an understanding of a basic process in problem solving.

This collaboration not only benefitted the primary school students but also enabled the practicing teachers to develop professionally. The classroom teachers were able to observe the primary school students’ enthusiasm. Unlike many professional development offerings, the teachers saw what they had read.
about and had an experience as a learner in action with the primary school students on the day of the trail. Despite participating in two different trails, the teachers cannot duplicate either campus trail at their school. They will need to create a trail based on the physical aspects of their school site that will meet the unique needs of their colleagues and students. By coordinating the professional development in concert with the student trail, several of the classroom teachers were encouraged to take the initiative to involve their school community in an ongoing effort of building a site-based trail. With plans to have these innovators share their successes and challenges in the future professional development sessions, they not only are teacher-leaders within their school but also the district.

Insights and recommendations for planning a trail

For readers who are considering creating a trail, whether implemented on a large scale with multiple schools or a smaller scale for one school, here is some advice based on the experiences discussed in this article. Significant time is required for planning a trail. First, brainstorm potential collaborators in your community who have a vested interest in promoting innovative educational endeavors. Next, establish academic goals by identifying content and learning processes that enhance the current curriculum. Subsequently, select sites with unique features that promote your objectives. Once goals and locations are determined, write, edit, field test, and revise questions. In addition to the example questions provided in this article, refer to the reference list which is a rich resource for building a trail. An option is to include students in this process, as it involves the integration of writing with other content areas. Lastly, a trail is a living document; it is always evolving reflecting physical, curricular, and human resource changes. Happy trails.

Authors’ note

The mathematics and science trail was partially funded by Chesapeake Energy and the Andrews Institute of Mathematics and Science Education in the College of Education at Texas Christian University.
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